Instagram culture collage - The activity

1) Look at the Instagram collage above. Work in pairs or groups and guess things about the student who made it.

- Where are they from?
- What do they like?
- What else can you guess about them?
2) Read the text below to see the students’ description of their photo collage. Did you make any correct guesses?

IzzyCambs Here’s my culture collage!

I live in Cambridge in England. I took a photo of Kings College Chapel because Cambridge is a beautiful city with lots of old buildings.

Can you guess what the food is?! It’s a vegetarian breakfast from my favourite cafe - yes I’m vegetarian!

This is my favourite book. It’s Spanish because I’m originally from Spain. I speak English and Spanish.

Here is my dog Lola - she is so cute! I like playing with her in the park.

I also like drawing. Sometimes my teacher is angry with me because I am drawing instead of listening!

The photo with all the flowers is a flower shop near my house. I like seeing the colourful flowers on my walk to school, it makes me happy.

#cambridgeculturalcollage

43 Likes
Start to plan what images your own culture photo collage could include. Use this example as a guide:

```
My dog - Lola
My hobby - drawing
My home - Cambridge
My culture - Spanish
My daily life - flower shop
My favourite food - veggie breakfast
```

Isabel’s identity collage
4) Now create your own photo collage on Instagram! Once you have your photos ready, follow these instructions to upload to Instagram:

**Uploading Instructions**

- Open the Instagram app and select the upload icon.

- To the right of the upload screen, select the 'layout' icon (second icon below). This is a separate app that works with Instagram, and allows you to create a photo collage like the student example above.

- Alternatively, try the 'multiple' feature icon in Instagram (third icon above) which lets you create a carousel of photos to scroll through.

- Once your photo collage is ready, type a description underneath the photos you have chosen, explaining how they represent you as a person and where you are from.

- Use this hashtag #cambridgeculturecollage in the description so that other students around the world can see your collage creations!